Assessment Registry 2023
What is the assessment registry?

Why is it important?

What do I need to do to update it?
What is the assessment registry?

- A record of all data collection activities related to informing the refugee response in Moldova

- The output is a dashboard publicly available on the UNHCR data portal
Why is it important?

**Answers questions** such as…
- What market monitoring exercises are planned this year?

**Which identify gaps and duplications** such as… (*hypothetical examples!*)
- Five organisations are planning market monitoring in Chisinau

**Which informs coordination decisions such as…** (*hypothetical examples!*):
- Each market monitoring activity can be spread across the country but with the same methodology, and all data can be combined into one national dataset

**Which leads to…**
- Efficient information coverage by theme, district and time period
- Avoid wasted resources on unnecessary data collection
- Reduce survey fatigue
Why is it important?

The 2023 Assessment Registry is the ONLY place where assessments are recorded. We need to coordinate assessment plans now more than ever. That means we need to have the registry up to date AS SOON AS POSSIBLE and CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED!
What do I need to do to update it?

The 2023 Assessment Registry is new and improved, and separated from the 2022 registry. It now lives on ActivityInfo, just like the RRP reporting. This means that the process for updating the registry has changed.

1. Decide who in your organization will be a focal point for the Assessment Registry, responsible for adding and updating assessments.

2. Send an email to mdachim@unhcr.org requesting that the focal point be added to the Assessment Registry.

3. The IM Unit will add the focal point’s email to ActivityInfo.

4. The focal point will receive an email with a link to the assessment registry on ActivityInfo, and further instructions.
For any questions or to request further guidance, please contact the UNHCR IM unit:

mdachim@unhcr.org